Abstract. Principal component analysis (PCA) and its dual-principal coordinate analysis (PCO)-are widely applied to unsupervised dimensionality reduction. In this paper, we show that PCA and PCO can be carried out under regression frameworks. Thus, it is convenient to incorporate sparse techniques into the regression frameworks. In particular, we propose a sparse PCA model and a sparse PCO model. The former is to find sparse principal components, while the latter directly calculates sparse principal coordinates in a low-dimensional space. Our models can be solved by simple and efficient iterative procedures. Finally, we discuss the relationship of our models with other existing sparse PCA methods and illustrate empirical comparisons for these sparse unsupervised dimensionality reduction methods. The experimental results are encouraging.
Introduction
Unsupervised dimensionality reduction methods are widely used in many applications such as image processing, microarray data analysis, information retrieval, etc. PCA [13] and PCO (or the classical multidimension scaling) [9, 16] are two classical unsupervised techniques for dimensionality reduction. PCA aims to find the principal components (PCs) with the largest variance, while PCO directly calculates the coordinate configurations in the dimension-reduced space.
However, it is sometimes difficult to interpret the results with PCA, because each principal component is a linear combination of all the original variables and its loadings are typically nonzero. Many approaches have been developed to deal with this drawback of PCA. Recently, a sparse approach has been introduced. Roughly speaking, the approach is to impose some sparsity constraints such as lasso [19] and elastic net [22] to loadings, then some of loadings are naturally zero. There are mainly two families of sparse PCA methods in the literature. The first one uses the maximum-variance property of principal components, such as SCoTLASS [14] , DSPCA [2] , sPCA-rSVD [17] , SOCA [20] , sPCA-DC [18] , etc. The other family is based on regression-type problems such as sparse PCA [23] .
In this paper we develop a new sparse PCA model to achieve sparseness. Our model is built on the notion of optimal scoring, which was originally used to carry out the Fisher discriminant analysis [11] . Recently, Clemmensen [1] proposed a sparse discriminant analysis method by optimal scoring. Zhang and Dai [21] showed that some unsupervised learning methods, such as spectral clustering and PCA, can be cast into an optimal scoring framework. This work immediately motivates our sparse PCA model. An advantage of our model over the other sparse PCA methods is that our model can achieve more sparseness when the total explained variance of principal components is approximately same. Moreover, since our sparse PCA is derived from the optimal scoring, it is more appropriately applied to discriminant analysis problems.
When applying these sparse PCA methods, we are able to obtain sparse principal loadings. However, the coordinate configurations in the dimension-reduced space are not necessarily sparse. In practical applications, it would be sometimes interesting to find sparse principal coordinates. As we know, however, there is no work about this theme. In this paper we present a sparse PCO model. In particular, we exploit the Eckart-Young theorem [3] , because the theorem shows a dual relationship between the conventional PCA model and the conventional PCO model. Moreover, we note that it also provides a regression framework to perform PCO. Introducing the elastic net penalty for principal coordinates into this framework, we devise our sparse PCO.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present our sparse PCA and PCO models respectively. Section 4 discusses the relationship of our sparse models with other existing sparse PCA methods. In Section 5, we conduct our experimental evaluations. Finally, we give our conclusions in Section 6.
Sparse PCA
Optimal scoring was first introduced by Hastie [11] to formulate the Fisher linear discriminant analysis as a multiple linear regression problem. In recent work, Zhang and Dai [21] extended the concept of optimal scoring to unsupervised learning problems and developed a framework for unsupervised clustering. Based on the optimal scoring framework, we now develop our sparse principal component analysis model, namely sparse PCA via optimal scoring (sPCA-OS).
First of all, we list some notations. Throughout this paper, I m denotes the m × m identity matrix, 1 m the m × 1 of ones, and 0 the zero matrix or vector whose dimensionality is dependent upon the context. Without loss of generality, suppose that X is centered; that is, 1 T n X = 0. The framework of optimal scoring for unsupervised learning is then defined by
Zhang and Dai [21] proved that the minimum of f is obtained when Y is the n × q matrix of the top orthonormal eigenvectors of
Obviously, W can be treated as a non-orthogonal matrix of loadings and then XW is the low-dimensional principal coordinate matrix of X.
Let r = min{n, p}, we make the full singular value decomposition (SVD) [7] of
. This immediately leads us to the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
Assume that Y is an n × q optimal scoring matrix and W is a p × q loading matrix. Consider
under the constraints 1
Zou [23] proposed a regression approach for solving PCA. Theorem 1 shows that we can develop an alternative regression formulation of PCA.
Sparse PCA via Optimal Scoring
It is natural to impose a sparse penalty to the loading matrix W. Particularly, we exploit the elastic net in our sPCA-OS method. That is, we consider the following optimization problem:
where δ is applied to all the q components and the λ j is used to let each loading w j has different degree of sparseness. Problem (2) can be solved by an iternative procedure. First, with fixed Y, the optimization problem (2) is converted into the conventional elastic net problem [22] ; namely,
This problem can be decomposed into q separable optimization problems; that is, for j = 1, . . . , q, we have
Second, with fixed W, we can ignore the penalty terms in the optimization problem (2) and it becomes a Procrustes problem [5] as follows:
This problem is easily solved in a closed form (see, e.g., Gower and Dijksterhuis [10] ). Let the thin SVD [7] of XW be Ψ ∆Φ T where Ψ (n×q) and Φ (q×q) satisfy Ψ T Ψ = I q and Φ T Φ = I q and ∆ (q×q) is the diagonal matrix with nonnegative entries. Then
XW = Ψ ∆Φ
T is a solution of (4). The procedure for solving our sPCA-OS is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Sparse PCO
Although W obtained via Algorithm 1 is sparse, the coordinate matrix Z = XW is not necessarily sparse. However, it would be also interesting in the situation that Z is sparse. We thus attempt to develop a sparse PCO algorithm in which the coordinate matrix is sparse. First of all, we present the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let the full SVD of
where A ∈ O p×q , Z ∈ R n×q and γ ≥ 0. Then the minimum of g is obtained when
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A. When γ = 0, Theorem 2 degenerates to the Eckart-Young theorem [3, 15] .
Theorem 2 shows that Z is just the coordinate matrix up to the constant 1 1+γ . In order to make Z sparse, we impose the elastic net penalty on it. Accordingly, we have our sparse PCO model which is defined by the following optimization problem:
where γ 1 > 0 and γ 2 > 0 are regularization parameters. We also resort to an alternatively iterative procedure to solve the problem (6) . With a fixed Z, the optimization problem (6) becomes
which is a reduced rank Procrustes problem illustrated by Zou [23] . Suppose that the thin SVD of
T is the solution of this Procrustes problem.
With a fixed A, the optimization problem (6) degenerates to min β
where α = vec(X) and β = vec(Z).
qn , this problem can be directly solved via the soft thresholding algorithm [19, 22] .
In summary, we have our SPCO algorithm which is given in Algorithm 2. 
Related Work
In the literature [20] , the authors illustrated the relationship among SCoTLASS [14] , sPCA-rSVD [17] , the SPCA method of Zou et al. [23] (called sPCA-ZHT), and the SPCA method of Witten et al. [20] (called SPCA-WTH). We further discuss the relationship of our sPCA-OS and SPCO with these existing sparse PCA methods.
First, the SPCA method of Zou et al. [23] (SPCA-ZHT) is defined as
Comparing this model with our SPCO model in (6) , a connection between these two models is immediately obtained via letting Z = XW. In our SPCO, we devise a different penalty term
which can be regarded as a weighted norm of W with respect to X.
This implies that SPCA-ZHT is equivalent to
which with (2) together shows an interesting connection between SPCA-ZHT and our sPCA-OS by setting Y = XA. However, in our model we employ the constraint A T X T XA = I q . Second, when q = 1, the sPCA-rSVD model of Shen & Huang [17] is defined as
We see that there is a duality between sPCA-rSVD and SPCO, in which the roles of Z and A are exchanged. We now study the relationship of sPCA-OS with SPCA-WTH [20] and SCoT-LASS [14] . Assume q = 1, we write (2) for sPCA-OS as 
while SCoTLASS is based on the problem:
Experiments
In this section we compare our sPCA-OS and SPCO algorithms with two closely related sparse PCA methods, i.e., SPCA-ZHT [23] and SPCA-WTH [20] . The experiments are conducted on the pitprops dataset, two synthetic datasets, six UCI datasets and one gene microarray dataset. Following the setting in [17, 23] , we also employ cumulative percentage of explained variance (CPEV) as an evaluation criterion.
Evaluations on the Pitprops Dataset
The pitprops dataset was first put forward by Jeffers [12] for difficulty of interpreting PCs. The dataset consists of 13 variables and 180 observations, and has become a standard example illustrating the potential difficulty of interpreting principal components. Jeffers [12] suggested explaining the first six components. Thus, we also select the first six PCs to analyze SPCA-ZHT, SPCA-WTH and sPCA-OS. Similar to [23] , the corresponding regularized parameters are identified on the basis of that each sparse approximation explains almost the same amount of variance as the ordinary PC does. Tables 1-3 show the experimental results with these sparse PCA methods. It is seen from Tables 1-3 that with regard to CPEV, the sPCA-OS method should be competitive with the other two sparse PCA methods, because the values of CPEV for SPCA-ZHT, SPCA-WTH and sPCA-OS are 75.76%, 75.22% and 75.47%, respectively. Moreover, sPCA-OS and SPCA-ZHT have higher sparseness than SPCA-WTH on the whole, specially as the number of principal components increases. In addition, Figure 1 shows the corresponding variation of variance with respect to the different principal components. It is also worth mentioning that unlike SPCA-WTH, the variances of sPCA-OS and SPCA-ZHT strictly monotonously decrease.
Evaluations on Two Synthetic Datasets
We also conduct our comparison on the synthetic dataset employed in [23] . In particular, three hidden factors are first created as follows:
where v 1 , v 2 and ϵ are mutually independent. Then, 10 observed variables x 1 , . . . , x 10 are generated by: formulation above, it is interesting to note that the three hidden factors have about the same variances, and the variables (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) are independent of the variables We implement classical PCA, SPCA-ZHT, SPCA-WTH and sPCA-OS on the 500 synthetic points here. Table 4 summarizes the comparison results. Obviously, unlike PCA, the three sparse PCA algorithms have the correct sparse representations recovering the same hidden factors. Moreover, the variance of nonzero loadings of sPCA-OS is less than those of the other two sparse PCA. This shows that our sPCA-OS should be more robust than SPCA-ZHT and SPCA-WTH. This agrees with that our sPCA-OS based on the optimal scoring can capture the underlying discriminative property in datasets. In addition, our CPEV is higher than the others, when all the sparse PCA algorithms keep the same number of nonzero loadings.
In order to reveal the effectiveness of SPCO, we also generate another synthetic dataset via the following Gaussian distributions:
Obviously, G 2 is more close to G 3 in comparison with G 1 . This synthetic dataset consists of 30 points with 50 variables, and each 10 points corresponds to one distribution. Without loss of generality, the points (x (i−1) * 10+1 , . . . , x i * 10 ) are sampled from G i , i = 1, 2, 3. The results of implementing SPCO are shown in Figure 2 , where the i-th coordinate correspond to the i-th point. Figure 2 (a) depicts that the nonzero coordinates correspond to the first 10 points, while the coordinates for the other points are zeros. Figure 2 (b) depicts that the coordinates for the first 10 points are zeros, but the nonzero coordinates are associated with the other points. In essence, it also tells us an appealing property that SPCO can effectively capture the underlying relationship among data by strengthening zero or nonzero coordinates. We also carry out the similar experiments with the three sparse PCA algorithms. Unfortunately, the resulting principal coordinates are not sparse so that the property mentioned above does not remain.
Evaluations on Classification
In this experiment, we conduct the comparison of the four sparse dimensionality reduction algorithms in classification problems. We first implement sPCA-OS, SPCO, SPCA-ZHT and SPCA-WTH for dimensionality reduction. Then, we perform classification respectively on the dimensionality-reduced data matrices by simply applying nearest neighbor classifier. Our experiments are implemented on six UCI datasets, the details of which are summarized in Table 5 .
In order to make comparison fair, we keep CPEV as equal as possible when we carry out the four dimensionality reduction methods. This can be done by adjusting the regularization parameters. Note that for SPCO, there is no obvious effect on the explained variance when varying the regularization parameter λ. For each dataset, we randomly sample 90% of the instances for training and the remaining 10% for test. This procedure is repeated 20 times for each dataset, and the evaluation criteria are reported in the classification accuracy rate(%) and corresponding standard deviation.
The classification results are listed in Table 6 . We find that when the explained variance obtained from the four sparse dimensionality reduction methods are nearly equal, our sPCA-OS and SPCO outperform SPCA-ZHT and SPCA-WTH on the whole. It also successfully confirms that as shown in [21] , our sPCA-OS based on optimal scoring can effectively detect the underlying discriminative information among data, and that SPCO can also effectively detect the underlying distribution among data. Table 6 . Classification results using the four sparse methods on the different datasets. ("CPEV" for "the cumulative percentage of explained variance", "acc" for "the accuracy of classification" and "std" for "the standard deviation".) It should be also worth mentioning here that the sparsity of the loadings obtained by sPCA-OS, SPCA-ZHT, SPCA-WTH are different when keeping approximately same explained variance. In particular, Figure 3 depicts the sparsity of loadings obtained by sPCA-OS, SPCA-ZHT and SPCA-WTH on the six UCI datasets. Obviously, the similar conclusion for the pitprops dataset can be followed here.
Application in Gene Microarray
The SRBCT microarray dataset [8] has 2308 genes (variables) and 63 samples (observations). We implement SPCO on this dataset to explore sparse representation of the original data in a dimensionality-reduced space. Here q is the number of principal coordinates and it is also the dimensionality of the low-dimensional space.
Similarly, a new evaluation criterion, i.e., cumulative percentage of zero coordinates (CPZC) is defined to measure SPCO, and it is the ratio of the number of zero coordinates to the total number of coordinates in the dimensionality-reduced data matrix. A sequence of principal coordinates are taken from q = 3 to q = 63. As shown in Figure 4 , the CPEV of the principal component A increases sharply while the CPZC of data matrix Z in the low-dimensional space dramatically declines, when q is set from 3 to 10. When q > 20, however, the obtained CPZC is nearly same while the CPEV still increases steadily. Thus, in practice, we can choose a suitable q through the trade-off between CPEV and CPZC.
Conclusion
In this paper we have developed a new SPCA method to compute sparse principal components and an SPCO method to compute sparse principal coordinates. Our SPCA is built on the optimal scoring theorem, while SPCO is based on the Eckart-Young theorem. Since the optimal scoring theorem and the Eckart-Young theorem respectively provide the theoretical foundation to carry out the conventional PCA and PCO by regression-type problems, our SPCA and SPCO can be efficiently solved by existing algorithms for sparse regression models such that in [4, 6, 19, 22] . There are a lot of treatments for sparse PCA in the literature. To our knowledge, however, we have first provided an attempt for sparse PCO. In our future work, we will dig out the potential application of our sparse PCO method in multivariate data analysis.
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